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Abstract 

A Discrete Component Model (DCM) is applied to study the heating and 
evaporation of suspended kerosene and kerosene surrogate droplets. The 
e�ects of natural convection are taken into account using the Churchill ap-
proximation, whilst the e�ects of heat addition from the supporting fbre are 
modelled using the assumption that heat supplied via the fbre is uniformly 
distributed within the droplet volume. The results of taking into account and 
ignoring the above e�ects are investigated. It is shown that the e�ect of sup-
porting fbre can be ignored in the analysis of these droplets. In contrast, the 
e�ect of natural convection cannot be ignored. The time evolution of droplet 
radii predicted by the DCM, taking into account the e�ects of natural convec-
tion and supporting fbre, is shown to be close to experimental predictions 
of this parameter for gas temperatures in the range 500�C to 700�C. The 
heating and evaporation of kerosene droplets are compared with those for 
droplets of various kerosene surrogate fuels, including eleven surrogate fuels 
proposed in the literature, and two original compositions. Considering the 
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balance between the heating and evaporation characteristics of droplets we 
conclude that those of the original surrogate SU1 and the modifed Utah 
surrogate are the closest to those of kerosene droplets. 

Keywords: Discrete Component Model, Droplets, Heating, Evaporation, 
Kerosene, Natural convection, Surrogates 

1. Introduction 

The importance of using surrogates to approximate kerosene and jet fuels 
has been widely discussed in the literature [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. In most cases 
the development of these surrogates has focused on mimicking the chemical 

5 properties of actual fuels. Both chemical and thermophysical properties have 
been taken into account in relatively few papers (e.g. [8, 9]), although the 
practical importance of modelling thermophysical processes (e.g. heating and 
evaporation of droplets) in practical engineering applications is commonly 
recognised [10]. 

10 An attempt to develop surrogates of FACE A gasoline fuel which could 
e�ectively mimic both its chemical and physical properties was made in [11]. 
In that paper, one of the key requirements was that the heating and evapo-
ration characteristics of surrogate and FACE A gasoline fuels, under condi-
tions relevant to internal combustion engines, should be similar. The Discrete 

15 Component Model (DCM), based on the analytical solutions to the equations 
describing transfer of heat and species di�usion inside fuel droplets, together 
with the e�ective thermal conductivity and e�ective di�usivity models (see 
[10, 12] for the details), was used in the analysis of [11]. In most cases, this 
model was based on the assumption that droplets could be approximated by 

20 spheres; preliminary investigations of the applicability of a simplifed version 
of this model to spheroidal droplets are discussed in [13]. This model has 
mainly been applied to automotive fuel droplets although the usefulness of 
its application to water droplets has also been clearly demonstrated [14, 15]. 
The implementation of this model in ANSYS Fluent CFD code is described 

25 in [16, 17]. 
This paper is focused on the application of the DCM to kerosene and 

kerosene surrogate droplets. The interest in the problem of heating and 
evaporation of these droplets and sprays has been mainly stimulated by the 
importance of these processes in kerosene combustion in propulsion systems 

30 [18]. Amongst the most recent studies of these processes we mention: those 
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presented in [19, 20, 21], focused on experimental studies of the evaporation 
characteristics of kerosene gel droplets and optimisation of kerosene ignition 
and combustion characteristics via addition of solid nano-particles; those pre-
sented in [22], focused on numerical studies of kerosene sprays with bio-oil 

35 additives; those in [23], focused on the numerical study of an oblique det-
onation wave in a two-phase kerosene-air mixture; and in [24], focused on 
numerical studies of the ignition of a single kerosene droplet. Although all 
these and similar studies have made important contributions to our under-
standing of the processes, most of their attention has been on the gas phase 

40 while rather simplistic models have been used for the analysis of the liquid 
phase. For example the temperature and species concentration gradients in-
side droplets have been commonly ignored, although this assumption has not 
been rigorously justifed to the best of our knowledge. The focus of our paper 
will be on modelling the e�ects of these gradients using models previously 

45 developed mainly for automotive applications, and mostly unknown to the 
aeronautical community. 

The composition of kerosene, and simplifcations used in our analysis, are 
discussed in the next section. This is followed in Section 3 by a description 
of the models used in our study. In Section 4 the predictions of the models 

50 are compared with experimental data. Kerosene surrogates, inferred mainly 
from their chemical characteristics, are described in Section 5. A comparison 
between surrogate and kerosene droplet heating/evaporation characteristics, 
under the same conditions as in the experiment described in [25], is presented 
in Section 6. A summary of the results is presented in Section 7. 

55 2. Composition of kerosene 

The composition of kerosene analysed by Lissitsina et al. [26], based on 
‘comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography coupled with time-of-
fight mass spectrometry’, is used in our analysis. This composition of 57 
components for kerosene sample K1, inferred from Table 6 of [26], is shown 

60 in Table 1. 
A simplifed version of this composition, using 40 components is shown 

in Table 2. When presenting the results of [26] in Table 2 three simplifying 
assumptions were made. Firstly, the contributions of n-alkanes (paraÿns) 
and iso-alkanes were not distinguished. Secondly, the contributions of mono-, 

65 di- and tri-naphthenes/olefns were not distinguished. Thirdly, naphthalenes, 
biphenyls and fuorenes were treated as the same substances as diaromatics. 
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CN n-Alk iso-Alk Cyclo iso-Cyclo AlkyB NaphtoB Naphtha 

C7 0.3092 0.3743 0.2823 0 0.1592 0 0 
C8 0.2712 0.5568 0.9155 0 0.9366 0 0 
C9 0.623 2.1869 2.5316 0.5296 2.1157 0.2984 0 
C10 0.8023 4.6876 5.4172 1.3601 3.3035 1.2874 0.1144 
C11 0.7824 5.5606 3.9842 3.3395 2.4082 1.9904 0.2865 
C12 1.1009 6.0985 3.9428 3.2259 3.0139 3.4961 0.3129 
C13 0.7695 4.4756 2.7631 1.2519 2.6909 0.8322 0.0574 
C14 0.7315 4.2249 2.9976 0.1495 1.4904 0.2056 0 
C15 0.4376 4.322 1.2012 0.093 0.2792 0 0 
C16 0.036 1.5195 0.5376 0 0 0 0 
C17 0 0 0.3282 0 0 0 0 

Table 1: Molar fractions of the components of kerosene sample K1 (in percent), adapted 
from Table 6 of [26]. CN stands for carbon number of a component, n-Alk for n-alkanes, 
iso-Alk for isomers of alkanes, Cyclo for cycloalkanes, iso-Cyclo for isomers of cycloalkanes, 
AlkyB for alkylbenzenes, NaphtoB for naphtobenzenes, Naphtha for naphthalenes. 

This was justifed by the closeness of the thermodynamics and transport 
properties of these components. 

Further simplifcation of the results shown in Tables 1 and 2 can be per-
70 formed based on the observation that the structure and thermodynamic/transport 

properties of naphthenes are close to those of cycloalkanes. Olefns are chem-
ically di�erent from cycloalkanes, but it is diÿcult to separate naphthenes 
and olefns based on the methods used in [26]. This justifes our assumption 
that all properties of naphthenes/olefns can be approximated by those of 

75 cycloalkanes. The properties of naphtobenzenes can be assumed to be close 
to those of indanes & tetralines, and the properties of all diaromatics can be 
assumed close to those of naphthalene [27]. 

These assumptions, referring to paraÿns as alkanes, and using molar 
fractions instead of mass fractions, allow us to present the results shown in 

80 Table 2 in an alternative format as shown in Section 3 (Table 36) of the 
Supplementary Material. The particular attractiveness of the latter table 
lies in the fact that the properties of the components mentioned in this table 
were presented in our earlier paper [28] although for di�erent ranges of carbon 
numbers. 

85 Later in this paper, the predictions of the model based on kerosene com-
positions inferred from Tables 1 and 2 will be compared. The thermodynamic 
and transport properties of the components used in Table 1, which will be 
mostly used in our analysis, are presented in Section 1 of the Supplementary 
Material. In Section 4 of the Supplementary Material, typos found in the 

90 formulae in [28] are identifed. 
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CN Par Na/Ol Alk Napht Dia 

C7 
C8 
C9 
C10 
C11 
C12 
C13 
C14 
C15 
C16 
C17 

0.4100 
0.5800 
2.2100 
4.7900 
6.0900 
7.5200 
5.9300 
6.0300 
6.2100 
2.1600 

0 

0.1700 
0.6300 
2.3700 
5.8300 
6.9300 
7.4000 
4.4900 
3.7800 
1.6700 
0.7400 
0.4800 

0.0900 
0.6100 
1.5600 
2.7200 
2.1900 
3.0000 
2.9100 
1.7400 
0.3500 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0.2200 
1.0600 
1.8100 
3.4800 
0.9000 
0.2400 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0.0900 
0.2500 
0.3000 
0.0600 

0 
0 
0 
0 

Table 2: Mass fractions of the components of kerosene sample K1 (in percent), inferred 
from the simplifed version of Table 6 of [26]. CN stands for carbon number, Par for 
paraÿns, Na/Ol for naphthenes/olefns, Alk for alkylbenzene, Napht for naphtobenzene, 
Dia for diaromatics. 

3. Description of the model 

The Discrete Component Model (DCM), based on the analytical solutions 
to the equations describing heat transfer and species di�usion processes in 
the liquid phase, together with the Robin boundary conditions at the surface 
of the droplets, is used in our analysis [10, 12]. Following [28], we assume 
that the liquid species di�usion coeÿcient can be estimated using the Wilke-
Chang formula with molar mass assumed to be equal to the average molar 
mass of all species. The analysis of the processes in the gas phase is based 
on a simplifed version of the well known model suggested by Abramzon 
and Sirignano (see [10] for the details). The vapour di�usion coeÿcient 
is calculated using the following formula assuming that the vapour can be 
approximated by the dominant component cycloundecane (see Table 2) [29]: 

Dv = (−0.04025+2.4907×10−4 ×T +3.1411×10−7 ×T 2)×10−4 [m2/s], (1) 

where T is the gas reference temperature in K. 
Note that the Abramzon and Sirignano model is based on the assumption 

that the sum of vapour and air densities above the surface of the droplets 
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95 is constant. This assumption is acceptable for the analysis of droplets sus-
pended in relatively low temperature gas but becomes questionable in the 
case of high temperature gas. A more general model, free from this assump-
tion, was developed in [30, 31]. The application of this model is beyond the 
scope of our paper. 

100 The e�ect of thermal expansion was accounted for in our analysis follow-
ing the approach described in [10]. Although, strictly speaking, this model 
is only applicable to the analysis of spherical droplets, its applicability can 
be extended to spheroidal droplets with eccentricities close to 1. This fol-
lows from the analysis in [13] where it was shown that the evaporation times 

105 of spherical and spheroidal droplets, having the same volume, in conditions 
typical of Diesel engines, are reasonably close for eccentricities up to about 
1.5. 

The Nusselt number for non-evaporating droplet heating based on the 
droplet diameter, taking into account the e�ects of natural convection, is 
estimated using the Churchill correlation [32]: 

0.589Ra1/4 

Nune = 2 + h i4/9 
, (2) 

9/161 + (0.469/Pr)

where Ra and Pr are the Rayleigh and Prandtl numbers, respectively. This 
value is multiplied by ln(1+BT )/BT , where BT is the Spalding heat transfer 

110 number [10]. The correlations required for Nu to take into account the e�ects 
of forced convection are discussed in [10]. 

The contribution of supporting fbre was taken into account following the 
approach suggested in [15]. This approach is in turn based on the analyti-
cal solution to the spherically symmetrical heat conduction equation inside 

115 the droplet in the presence of thermal radiation, assuming that the droplet 
is semi-transparent [10, 15]. Following [15], the total heat supplied to the 
droplet via the supporting fbre is identifed using the total amount of ther-
mal radiation supplied to the droplet, assuming that in both cases this heat 
is homogeneously distributed inside the droplet. This allowed us to apply 

120 the analytical solution for the semi-transparent droplet heated by thermal 
radiation to the analysis of droplet heating via a supporting fbre (see [15] 
for a more detailed description of this approach). 
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4. Results 

The model described in the previous section was applied to the investiga-
125 tion of kerosene droplet heating/evaporation using some of the experiments 

described in [25]. The authors of that paper considered heating/evaporation 
of kerosene droplets in the range of diameters 0.9 mm to 1.1 mm, with initial 
temperatures 298 K, supported by SiC fbre of 100 µm diameter. The am-
bient gas was at atmospheric pressure and temperatures were in the range 

130 400�C to 800�C. It was demonstrated in [25] that the experimental results 
obtained were compatible with those reported earlier in [33]. 

The comparison between the observed values of relative squared diameters 
of droplets d2/d2

0, where d0 is the initial droplet diameter, versus normalised 
time t/d2

0 and those predicted by the model for gas temperature 500�C is 
135 shown in Figure 1. This normalisation of time is used in this fgure and 

some of the following fgures to make it easier to compare the model predic-
tions with experimental data for which the same normalisation of time was 
used. The following models were considered: the Discrete Component Model 
(DCM) taking into account the contributions of all kerosene components and 

140 the contributions of both natural convection and supporting fbre (plots M); 
the DCM taking into account the contributions of all kerosene components 
and natural convection but not that of the supporting fbre (plots M1); the 
DCM taking into account the contributions of all kerosene components but 
not those of natural convection and the supporting fbre (plots M2). In all 

145 cases the kerosene composition shown in Table 1 was used. The thermody-
namic and transport properties of the components used in our calculations 
are summarised in Section 1 of the Supplementary Material. Following [25], 
it was assumed that d0 was equal to 1 mm. 

Following [15], in all these models it was assumed that the fbre tempera-
150 ture was equal to half the gas temperature measured in �C. This assumption 

follows from the results of direct measurements of the fbre and gas temper-
atures in similar experiments with droplets suspended on fbre, as described 
in [15]. Thus, the fbre temperature was assumed equal to 250�C for gas 
temperature equal to 500�C. 

155 As follows from Figure 1, the predicted time dependence of d2/d2
0 is rea-

sonably close to that observed experimentally, when the e�ects of both nat-
ural convection and support are taken into account. The e�ect of support 
is relatively small and can be ignored under the conditions of these experi-
ments. At the same time ignoring the e�ect of natural convection leads to 
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160 considerable over-estimation of the predicted droplet evaporation time. 
The deviation between the predicted and experimental plots is some-

thing that we expected. There could be several reasons for this. Firstly, the 
kerosene composition which we used in our modelling is unlikely to be an 
exact match to the one used in the experiments (the composition of kerosene 

165 used in the original experiments is not known to us). Secondly, the model 
used in our analysis might be rather simplistic (e.g. observed non-sphericity 
of droplets was not taken into account). Thirdly, the errors in measurement 
of gas temperature, taken with a thermocouple, could exceed several percent 
(8�C for gas temperature 500�C [33]). Finally, droplet diameters could de-

170 viate from the 1 mm used in our calculations. To investigate the possible 
contribution of the latter e�ects, we produced plots similar to those shown in 
Figure 1 (plots M) but for initial droplet diameters equal to 0.9 mm and 1.1 
mm (the lower and upper limits of the initial droplet diameters used in the 
experiments described in [25]). The results of comparisons between predicted 

175 values of d2/d2
0 for all three initial droplet diameters (0.9 mm, 1 mm and 1.1 

mm) and experimental data are presented in Figure 2. As in the case of Fig. 
1, it was assumed that d0 is equal to 1 mm for normalised time t/d2

0. 
As can be seen from this fgure, the experimental curves lie between the 

predicted curves for droplet initial diameters 0.9 mm and 1.1 mm. This gives 
180 us reasonable confdence in the reliability of the predictions of our model. 

About the same level of agreement between the prediction of the model 
and experimental data as presented in Figures 1 and 2 was observed for gas 
temperature 600�C (the relevant plots are not shown in the paper). Plots 
similar to those presented in Figures 1 and 2 but for ambient gas temperature 

185 700�C are shown in Figures 3 and 4. As can be seen from Figure 3, the 
agreement between the predictions of the model and experimental data is 
visibly poorer for gas temperature 700�C than for gas temperature 500�C. 
This could be linked to several factors, including the limitations of the gas 
phase model used in our analysis. One of the main assumptions of this model, 

190 that the density of the mixture of vapour and air does not depend on the 
distance from the droplet surface, might be marginally acceptable for gas 
temperature 500�C but is questionable for gas temperature 700�C. As in the 
case of gas temperature 500�C, the e�ect of support on droplet evaporation 
for gas temperature 700�C is predicted to be small, while the e�ect of natural 

195 convection cannot be ignored for this temperature as it could not be ignored 
for gas temperature 500�C. 

As can be seen from Figure 4, the experimental curves lie between the 
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predicted curves for droplet initial diameters 0.9 mm and 1.1 mm for gas 
temperature 700�C. This gives us reasonable confdence in the reliability of 

200 the predictions of our model for this gas temperature as well. 
The observed evaporation times and those predicted by the models for 

ambient gas temperatures in the range 400�C to 800�C are presented in Table 
3. To make comparison between the experimental and modelling results 
easier, we compared not the total evaporation times (which were not observed 

205 in the experiments in [25]), but the time instants when droplet diameters 
reached the minimal observable values. Both these time instants and the 
minimal observable droplet diameters for various ambient gas temperatures 
are shown in the second column of Table 3. 

Temperature Experiment [25] M M1 M2 

400�C 0.127 mm, 6.540 s 5.022 s 5.093 s 6.258 s 
500�C 0.134 mm, 3.989 s 3.574 s 3.658 s 4.507 s 
600�C 0.169 mm, 2.587 s 2.713 s 2.791 s 3.443 s 
700�C 0.172 mm, 1.920 s 2.214 s 2.282 s 2.810 s 
800�C 0.199 mm, 1.308 s 1.842 s 1.901 s 2.336 s 

Table 3: Time instants when droplet diameters reached the minimal observable values 
for various ambient gas temperatures, as inferred from the experiments described in [25] 
(columns 1 and 2); corresponding time instants (evaporation times) predicted by models 
M, M1 and M2 (columns 3-5). Droplet diameters were taken equal to 1 mm in our 
calculations. 

As can be seen from Table 3, the predicted evaporation times of droplets 
210 (model M) at ambient temperatures in the range 500�C to 700�C are rather 

close to those observed experimentally. It was shown that the experimentally 
observed times lie between the model M predictions for droplet diameters 0.9 
mm and 1.1 mm for this range of temperatures. 

At the same time, Table 3 shows that there are noticeable deviations 
215 between the model predictions and experimental data for ambient gas tem-

peratures 400�C and 800�C. Moreover, the experimentally observed times lie 
outside the model predictions for droplet diameters 0.9 mm and 1.1 mm for 
these temperatures. This lack of clear agreement between the experimental 
and modelling results for ambient gas temperature 800�C could be attributed 

220 to the limitations of the droplet evaporation model at high gas temperatures. 
The reasons for the lack of agreement at gas temperature 400�C are not clear 
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225 

to us. In what follows, our analysis will be focused on droplet heating and 
evaporation at ambient gas temperatures 500�C and 700�C, as the limiting 
temperatures for which the model was validated. 

The comparison between the values of relative squared diameters of droplets 
d2/d2

0 versus normalised time t/d2
0 predicted by the model for gas temperature 

700�C (as in the case shown in Figures 3 and 4), and using input parameters 
presented in Tables 1 and 2, is shown in Figure 5. The curves are presented 
for 3 values of initial droplet diameter (0.9 mm, 1 mm, 1.1 mm). 

230 As can be seen from Figure 5, the predictions based on Tables 1 and 2 
are rather close. This could potentially allow us to use either of these tables 
for the analysis of kerosene droplets, depending on the availability of the 
properties of the components. 

Plots of the temperatures of the droplet surfaces versus time t for the 
235 initial droplet diameter 1 mm and gas temperatures 500�C and 700�C are 

shown in Figure 6. Two models were used for our analysis: the DCM taking 
into account the e�ects of support and natural convection (curves M); and 
the DCM ignoring these e�ects (curves M2). As can be seen from this fgure, 
the values of droplet surface temperature are strong functions of the choice 

240 of model, as in the case of droplet radii. Taking into account the e�ects of 
support and natural convection leads to prediction of higher droplet surface 
temperatures than when these e�ects are ignored. In all cases the predicted 
droplet surface temperatures increased with increasing ambient gas temper-
ature, as expected. Note that the model used in our analysis is not expected 

245 to be accurate at temperatures close to the boiling temperatures of the com-
ponents (see [10] for the details). Also, the results of calculations at the very 
fnal stage of droplet evaporation, when droplet diameters approach zero, are 
not expected to be reliable. Hence, caution is needed when discussing the 
physical background of the temperatures at the fnal stages of evaporation 

250 shown in Figure 6. 
The di�erence in droplet evaporation characteristics for gas temperatures 

between 500�C and 700�C could be attributed to di�erent species composi-
tions at the droplet surface during the evaporation for these temperatures. 
In our model, the rates of di�usion of di�erent species are assumed to be 

255 the same. The surface liquid mass fractions of selected kerosene components 
versus t/d2

0 for initial droplet diameter 1 mm and gas temperature 700�C 
are presented in Figure 7. As can be seen from this fgure, the surface mass 
fraction of the least volatile component (cycloalkane C17) monotonically in-
creases with time. Mass fractions of all other components shown in this 

10 



Surr. n− or iso-alkanes Cycloalkanes Alkylbenzene Ind, Tet & Naph 

1 100% of C10H22 0 0 0 
2 57.6923% of C12H26 19.7436% of C7H14 22.5641% of C8 H10 0 
3 46.4229% of C10H22 26.0095% of C10H20 27.5676% of C10H14 0 
4 30.8611% of C10H22 33.5642% of C10H20 35.5748% of C10H14 0 
5 76.9231% of C10H22 0 23.0769% of C6H6 0 
6 77.6398% of C12H26 0 22.3602% of C9 H12 0 
7 28.7613% of C12H26 

19.5321% of C14H30 
10.1368% of C16H34 

19.6855% of C7H14 
15.6845% of C10H20 

0 6.1997% of C10H12 

8 40.1989% of C12H26 
26.6884% of C16H34 

14.3968% of C7H14 0 18.7159% of C11H10 

9 9.1% of C6H14 
72.7% of C10H22 

0 18.2% of C6H6 0 

10 87.0841% of C10H22 0 12.9159% of C6H6 0 
11 10.9974% of C8 H18 

18.3902% of C12H26 
30.2090% of C16H34 

9.7223% of C9H18 0 30.6811% of C11H10 

12 28.1328% of C10H22 
19.2691% of C12H26 
15.2804% of C16H34 

19.7829% of C7H14 11.3045% of C8 H10 6.2303% of C10H12 

13 18.6725% of C10H22 
38.3681% of C12H26 

26.1542% of C10H20 16.8052% of C6H6 0 

Table 4: Mass fractions of the components of kerosene surrogates (Surr.). ‘Ind, Tet & 
Naph’ stands for indane and tetraline (C10H12) or naphtalenes (C11H10). n-alkanes are 
shown in italic, while iso-alkanes are shown in bold. 

260 fgure, except naphtobenzene C12, initially increase and then decrease with 
time. In the case of naphtobenzene C12 this mass fraction initially decreases 
with time, then increases and then decreases again until it fully evaporates. 
The composition of kerosene at the surface of the droplets at any given time 
instant appears to be rather di�erent for each of the gas temperatures which 

265 we considered. The e�ects of this change in droplet composition on di�usion 
of kerosene vapour species cannot be easily accounted for by the models used 
in our analysis. The application of a more advanced gas phase model would 
be required in this case (see [34] for further details). 

5. Kerosene surrogates 

270 The composition of surrogates used in our analysis is presented in Table 
4, while the names by which these surrogates are known and the references 
in which they are described are shown in Table 5. As can be seen from these 
tables, eleven surrogates taken from the literature and two original surrogates 
were used in our analysis. The number of components in these surrogates 

275 was between one and six. 
In all cases, the selection of surrogates was based mainly on the similarity 

between the key properties of the surrogates and kerosene. These properties 
included molar mass, the ratio of the numbers of hydrogen and carbon atoms 
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Surr. Known as Refs. 
1 Normal decane [35, 36] 
2 Surrogate C [37] 
3 Surrogate D [38] 
4 Surrogate E [38] 
5 Aachen surrogate [39] 
6 Modifed Aachen surrogate [38] 
7 Modifed Utah surrogate [40] 
8 Drexel surrogate 2 [38] 
9 Strelkova surrogate [41] 
10 Lindstedt surrogate [42] 
11 Slavinskaya surrogate [43] 
12 SU1 O 
13 SU2 O 

Table 5: Names by which surrogates mentioned in Table 4 are known and the references in 
which they are described. ‘O’ shows that these surrogates are those originally developed 
at Samara National Research University (see Section 5 for further details). 

(H/C), basic composition, 1 ignition delay, laminar fame velocity, density, 
280 specifc heat of evaporation, cetane number, viscosity, surface tension, distil-

lation curve, and production of soot precursors ([45, 46, 47]). For example, 
n-decane (Surrogate 1) was selected due to its ability to reproduce the igni-
tion temperature of kerosene [35, 36, 48, 49]. 

Surrogates C, D, and E, the Modifed Aachen surrogate, Drexel surrogate 
285 2 and the Slavinskaya surrogate (surrogates 2-4, 6, 8, 11) were selected based 

on the characteristics of fame extinction and the fame ignition temperature 
of kerosene [37, 38, 43]. The Aachen surrogate (surrogate 5) was selected 
based on its ability to reproduce the ignition delay for various initial pres-
sures and temperatures [39]. The modifed Utah surrogate (surrogate 7) was 

290 selected for its ability to reproduce the distillation curve and the structure 
of the laminar fame of kerosene [40]. The Strelkova surrogate (surrogate 9) 
was selected for its ability to reproduce kerosene detonation characteristics 
[41]. 

1It was taken into account that the volume fractions of the components of kerosene 
include 50-65% alkanes, 20-30% cycloalkanes, and 10-20% aromatics [44] 
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The Lindstedt surrogate (surrogate 10) was selected based on its ability 
295 to reproduce the oxidation of aromatics in kerosene. Mass fractions of CO 

and CO2 in kerosene and surrogates with various aromatics were compared. 
The selection of Slavinskaya surrogate (surrogate 11) also focused on the 
evaporation curve for kerosene (p − T diagram). Studies of individual com-
ponents which could be potentially used as kerosene surrogates are described 

300 in [50, 51, 52]. 
As follows from this brief overview, in all cases the surrogates were se-

lected based only on some of their properties. The investigation of other 
properties of these surrogates and the comparison of these properties with 
those of kerosene has still to be performed. 

305 In contrast to most of the previously suggested surrogates, we took into 
account as many kerosene properties as possible when selecting surrogates 
SU1 and SU2 (surrogates 12 and 13). Our main focus was on the presence of 
key kerosene components in surrogates, closeness of surrogate and kerosene 
densities, H/C ratios, molar masses and the stoichiometric coeÿcients of 

310 surrogates and kerosene. We aimed to achieve deviations between these pa-
rameters for surrogates and kerosene not exceeding 4% for molar mass,2 2% 
for H/C ratios, and 1% for densities. The deviations between the experimen-
tally observed mass fractions of combustion products (O2, N2, CO2, H2O) for 
these surrogates and kerosene did not exceed the experimental errors (around 

315 5%). For CO2 the average deviation for SU1 (SU2) was shown to be 1.33% 
(1.27%) and the maximal deviation for these surrogates was shown to be 
2.34% (1.77%). For H2O the average deviation for SU1 (SU2) was 0.71% 
(1.07%) and the maximal deviation for these surrogates was shown to be 
1.86% (2.35%). These deviations were much smaller than those for surrogate 

320 C (surrogate 2 in Table 2) for which the average (maximal) deviation for 
CO2 was 4.19% (6.51%) and 7.87% (8.72%) for H2O [53]. 

For CO the deviation for SU1 (SU2) and kerosene did not exceed 5.3% 
(10.7%), with average deviation 3.5% (5.6%). For hydrocarbons (HC) the 
deviation for SU1 (SU2) and kerosene did not exceed 12.2% (10.4%), with 

325 average deviation 10.7% (6.3%). As in the case of CO2 and H2O, these 
deviations were much smaller than those for surrogate C for which the average 
(maximal) deviation for CO was 5.7% (7.6%) and 5.1% (6.0%) for HC [53]. 
These results show clear advantages of surrogates SU1 and SU2 compared 

2A similar approach was used to select surrogate C (surrogate 2). 
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with surrogate C. 
330 When selecting between SU1 and SU2 (surrogates 12 and 13), preference 

tends to be given to SU2. This surrogate contains fewer components than 
SU1 and is easier to use in calculations. At the same time the deviations 
between mass fractions of CO observed for SU1 and those for kerosene are 
less than the corresponding deviations for SU2 and kerosene. Although SU2 

335 contains fewer components than SU1, the cost of SU2 components is higher 
than that of SU1 components. Hence, the fnal selection between SU1 and 
SU2 has still to be made. 

Approximations of the transport and thermodynamic properties of the 
components used in the above-mentioned surrogates are presented in Section 

340 2 of the Supplementary Material. The kerosene composition shown in Table 
1 was used in our analysis. 

6. Analysis 

The heating/evaporation characteristics of droplets of the surrogate fu-
els shown in Tables 4 and 5 were compared with those of kerosene, with a 

345 composition as shown in Table 1, for the same conditions as described in 
Section 4 for fbre supported droplets at atmospheric pressure and temper-
atures 500�C and 700�C. The surrogates shown in these tables were divided 
into 2 groups: one with decane as the main component or one of the main 
components (Group 1) and another with dodecane as the main component 

350 or one of the main components (Group 2). 
The plots of normalised droplet diameters versus time divided by the 

initial droplet diameter squared for kerosene and kerosene surrogates are 
shown in Fig. 8. The droplet is assumed to be heated and evaporating in air 
at atmospheric pressure and temperature 500�C. The results for surrogates 

355 of Group 1 are shown in Fig. 8a, while those for surrogates of Group 2 are 
shown in Fig. 8b. The same plots as in Fig. 8 but for gas temperature 700�C 
are shown in Fig. 9. Zoomed parts of the plots shown in Fig. 9 are presented 
in Figs. 10 and 11. 

As follows from Figs. 8a, 9a, 10a and 11a, the evaporation characteristics 
360 of droplets of surrogate SU1 (surrogate 12) are the closest to those of kerosene 

among the surrogates of Group 1 (decane dominated surrogates) for both 
gas temperatures. The evaporation of all other surrogates in Group 1 is 
noticeably slower than that of kerosene. 
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As follows from Figs. 8b, 9b, 10b and 11b, the evaporation characteris-
365 tics of droplets of the modifed Utah surrogate (surrogate 7) are the closest 

to those of kerosene among the surrogates of Group 2 (dodecane dominated 
surrogates) for both gas temperatures. The droplets of Drexel surrogate 2 
(surrogate 8) and Slavinskaya surrogate (surrogate 11) of this group evapo-
rate more slowly than kerosene droplets, while droplets of all other surrogates 

370 of this group evaporate more quickly than kerosene droplets. 
Plots of relative evaporation times ˝ = [(te((K) − te((S))/te((K)] × 100% 

versus surrogate numbers for both ambient temperatures are shown in Fig. 
12. Since calculation of te((K) and te((S) at the time instants when droplet 
radii was equal to 0 were not possible, these times were estimated for the 

375 time instants when droplet radii reached their minimal values (the same for 
kerosene and surrogates) (cf. Table 3). As one can see from this fgure, 
the minimal absolute values of ˝ are predicted for Surrogates 7 (modifed 
Utah surrogate) and 12 (SU1). In most cases, ˝ is negative, which shows 
that kerosene droplets tend to evaporate faster than surrogate droplets. The 

380 values of ˝ for both temperatures are rather close in most cases. All these 
results are consistent with those inferred from Figs. 8-11. 

Plots similar to those presented in Figs. 8 and 9 but for droplet surface 
temperatures are shown in Figs. 13 and 14. Zoomed parts of the plots shown 
in Fig. 14 are presented in Fig. 15. As can be seen from Figs. 13a, 14a and 

385 15a, among surrogates of Group 1, the heating characteristics of droplets of 
SU1 (surrogate 12) are closest to those of kerosene droplets, as in the case of 
droplet evaporation. 

From Figs. 13b, 14b and 15b it follows that among surrogates of Group 
2, the heating characteristics of droplets of surrogate 7 (modifed Utah sur-

390 rogate) are closest to those of kerosene droplets, as in the case of droplet 
evaporation. The heating characteristics of droplets of surrogates 8 and 11 
(Drexel surrogate 2 and Slavinskaya surrogate) are also reasonably close to 
those of kerosene droplets. The heating characteristics of droplets of other 
surrogates from both groups turned out to be rather di�erent from those of 

395 kerosene droplets, especially at the late stage of droplet heating and evapo-
ration. 

Considering the balance between the heating and evaporation character-
istics of droplets of 13 surrogates considered in the paper we can conclude 
that those of SU1 and the modifed Utah surrogate are the closest to those of 

400 kerosene droplets. The characteristics of droplets of Drexel surrogate 2 and 
Slavinskaya surrogate are also reasonably close to those of kerosene droplets, 
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although droplets of these surrogates show slightly longer evaporation times 
compared with those for kerosene droplets. The characteristics of droplets 
of other surrogates are rather di�erent from those of kerosene droplets. The 

405 approximation of kerosene droplets by droplets of these surrogates is likely to 
introduce considerable errors to the prediction of their droplet heating and 
evaporation parameters. 

7. Conclusion 

A Discrete Component Model (DCM) was applied to the investigation 
410 of heating/evaporation of suspended kerosene droplets. The composition 

of kerosene with 57 components was taken from [26]. This composition was 
simplifed to 40 components. In the simplifed composition, the contributions 
of n-paraÿns and iso-paraÿns were not distinguished as the contributions 
of mono-, di- and tri-naphthenes/olefns, and naphthalenes. Biphenyls and 

415 fuorenes were treated as the same substances as diaromatics. This was 
justifed by the closeness of the thermodynamic and transport properties of 
these components. The heating/evaporation characteristics of droplets with 
original and simplifed kerosene compositions were shown to be close. 

The e�ect of natural convection was taken into account using the Churchill 
420 approximation, while e�ects due to the supporting fbre were modelled using 

a simplifed approach based on the assumption that additional heat supplied 
via the fbre is uniformly distributed within the droplet volume. This droplet 
heating via the supporting fbre was modelled using the mathematical tools 
previously developed for radiative heating of semi-transparent droplets. 

425 It was shown that the e�ect of supporting fbre can be ignored for this 
experiment but not the e�ect of natural convection. The time evolution 
of droplet radii predicted by the DCM, taking into account the e�ects of 
natural convection and supporting fbre, is shown to be close to experimental 
predictions of this parameter by [25] for gas temperatures in the range 500�C 

430 to 700�C. 
Heating/evaporation characteristics of droplets of 11 previously reported 

and 2 original kerosene surrogates, inferred mainly from the analysis of 
their ignition/combustion properties, were compared with those of kerosene 
droplets. These characteristics were studied based on the analysis of heating 

435 and evaporation of suspended droplets in air at atmospheric pressure and 
temperatures 500�C and 700�C. Kerosene compositions taken from [26] were 
used in our analysis. 
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Considering the balance between the heating and evaporation charac-
teristics of droplets we concluded that those of original surrogate SU1 and 

440 the modifed Utah surrogate [40] are the closest to those of kerosene droplets. 
The characteristics of droplets of Drexel surrogate 2 [38] and Slavinskaya sur-
rogate [43] were shown to be reasonably close to those of kerosene droplets, 
although droplets of these surrogates take slightly longer to evaporate than 
kerosene droplets. The characteristics of droplets of other surrogates were 

445 shown to be rather di�erent from those of kerosene droplets. 
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Figure Captions 

755 Figure 1 
The plots of relative squared diameters of droplets d2/d2

0 versus t/d2
0 pre-

dicted by the model discussed in Section 3 for ambient gas temperature equal 
to 500�C and using the kerosene composition shown in Table 1. Curve M 
shows the prediction of the Discrete Component Model (DCM) taking into 

760 account the e�ect of supporting fbre and natural convection. Curves M1 and 
M2 show the prediction of the same model when the e�ects of support and 
support/natural convection are not taken into account. The droplet initial 
diameter d0 was taken equal to 1 mm. The experimental results are shown 
by circles. 

765 

Figure 2 
The same as Figure 1 but for initial droplet diameters 0.9 mm, 1 mm and 

1.1 mm (indicated near the curves). d0 is taken equal to 1 mm in t/d2
0. The 

contributions of both natural convection and supporting fbre were taken into 
770 account in all cases. 

Figure 3 
The same as Figure 1 but for ambient gas temperature equal to 700�C. 

775 Figure 4 
The same as Figure 2 but for ambient gas temperature equal to 700�C. 

Figure 5 
The same as Figure 4 but for kerosene compositions presented in Tables 

780 1 and 2 (T1 and T2) and initial droplet diameters 0.9 mm, 1 mm and 1.1 
mm (indicated near the curves). d0 is taken equal to 1 mm in t/d2

0. 

Figure 6 
The droplet surface temperature (in K) versus time t predicted by the 

785 same models as in Figs. 1-5 and for ambient gas temperatures equal to 500�C 
and 700�C. The cases when the e�ects of both support and natural convec-
tion are taken into account (curves M) and ignored (curves M2) are shown. 
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Figure 7 
790 The surface mass fractions in the liquid phase of selected components 

versus time t predicted by the DCM taking into account both natural con-
vection and supporting fbre for gas temperature 700�C. The numbers after 
‘C’ are the carbon numbers, ‘a’ refers to n-alkane, ‘ia’ refers to iso-alkane, ‘c’ 
refers to cycloalkane, ‘ic’ refers to iso-cycloalkane, ‘ab’ refers to alkylbenzene, 

795 ‘nb’ refers to naphtobenzene, ‘n’ refers to naphtalene. Two plots fall outside 
the axes. Yls for C17c (the least volatile component) monotonically increases 
with time and reaches 1 just before the droplet evaporates completely. Yls 

for C16ia reaches its maximal value of 0.349 when t/d2
0 = 3.5402 s/mm2 . 

800 Figure 8 
(a) Plots of normalised droplet diameters (d2/d2

0) versus t/d2
0 (in s/mm2) 

for kerosene (curve K) and Group 1 kerosene surrogate (decane dominated) 
droplets heated and evaporating in air at atmospheric pressure and tempera-
ture 500�C. Numbers near the curves refer to the numbers of surrogates given 

805 in Tables 4 and 5. (b) the same as (a) but for Group 2 kerosene surrogate 
(dodecane dominated) droplets. 

Figure 9 
The same as Figure 8 but for gas temperature 700�C. 

810 

Figure 10 
Zoomed parts of Figures 9a,b. 

Figure 11 
815 Zoomed parts of Figures 9a,b. 

Figure 12 
Plots of ˝ = (te((K) − te((S))/te((K) (in percent) versus surrogate number. 

e refers to the evaporation time, K and S refer to kerosene and surrogates, 
820 respectively. Circles and triangles refer to the cases when the ambient gas 

temperatures are equal to 500�C and 700�C, respectively. 
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825 

830 

Figure 13 
The surface temperature versus time t/d2

0 predicted by the same models 
as shown in Figure 8. Plots (a) and (b) refer to the results for surrogates of 
Groups 1 and 2, respectively. 

Figure 14 
The surface temperature versus time t/d2

0 predicted by the same models 
as shown in Figure 9. Plots (a) and (b) refer to the results for surrogates of 
Groups 1 and 2, respectively. 

Figure 15 
Zoomed parts of Figures 14a,b. 
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